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THE STRUGGLE WITH THE PEERS
The Budget Election—Asquith's speeches—A wide mandate—Parties and the
result—A perplexing situation—Mr. Kedmond's threat—The Liberal Party
and the " Guarantees "—Difficulties with the Irish—" Wait and See "—The
Cabinet and the Lord's veto—Veto and reform—The three resolutions—A
precarious position—Passing of the Budget—The " Steps to be taken "—A
Mediterranean holiday—Death of King Edward—The King's Funeral—The
German Emperor's impressions.	J. A, S.
asqtjith opened the Budget Election campaign with a speech at the
Albert Hall on 10th December, which may be said to have laid
down the lines for the controversies that were to occupy Parliament
up to the outbreak of war. He described the action of the House of
Lords in rejecting the Budget as " a new and entirely unexpected
danger to popular liberties/' which two years previously was " as
undreamt of as would have been the revival by an arbitrary Minister
of the veto of the Crown," He intimated that the policy of the
Government would be not only the " defensive " one of making
statutory the control of national finance by the House of Commons,
but an advance to the " still larger issue " which the Lords themselves
had raised and " hurried on ":
" I tell you quite plainly and I tell my fellow countrymen outside that
neither I nor any other Liberal Minister supported by a majority in the
House of Commons is going to submit again to the rebuffs and the
humiliations of the last four years. We shall not assume office and we
shall not hold office unless we can secure the safeguards which experience
shows us to be necessary for the legislative utility and honour of the
party of progress. , . . We are not proposing the abolition of the House
of Lords or setting up a single Chamber, but we do ask, and we are going
to ask, the electors to say that the House of Lords shall be confined to
the proper functions of a second Chamber* The absolute veto which it
at present possesses must go* The power which it claims from time to
time of, in effect, compelling us to choose between a dissolution and—so
fay as legislative projects are concerned—legislative sterility must go
also. The people in future, when they elect a new House of Commons,
iHtot be able to feel, what they cannot feel now, that they are sending to
Westeiuster men who will have the power not merely of proposing and

